Elizabeth Beckett: Mansfield, Ohio
Jerry Barlow: Florence Mississippi
Kathie Minelli: Queens, NY
Kevin Dykema: Welcome from Reston, Virginia (but live in Mattawan, MI)
Kathleen Felt: Hi from Indiana!
Dawn Petty: Morgan Hill, CA
Deirdre Bonini: PS 182Q Jamaica Queens
Jayme Lorenz: Welcome from Fairfax, VA!
Amanda Centor: Queens, New York
Trena Wilkerson: Waco, TX
Bianca Rosa: New York
Andrew Mastorakis: Queens, NY
Paul Curtis: Mayodan, NC
Joseph Basile: Kingston, MA
Cassandra Portelli: Awabakal Land in Newcastle Australia
Jennifer Sclar: Jamaica, Queens
Alex Miró: Welcome from Barcelona, Spain.
Gustave Koennicke: Glover, Vermont
Patricia Wallace: Hello from the mountains of Colorado
Edward Nolan: Hello from Bethlehem, PA
Theresa Hillig: Hello from NYC!
Susan Smith: Arlington, MA
Reymund Gonoowon: Hi from Laguna, Philippines
Soud El-Achkar: Hello from Halifax, NS Canada
Betty Garza: Hello from San Antonio Texas
Jennifer Vitale: Queens, NY
Sandra Powell: Hello from Auckland, New Zealand
Fides Armela Rivera: Arizona
Jennifer Vitale: Queens, NY 😊
Debra Kanfer: hi! from NYC
Susan Calabrese: Hello from Jamaica, NY
Mary Trexler: Hi from Culpeper, Virginia
Kurt Whited: Hi from Maine
Georgette Rahman: Winnipeg, Canada
Mary Jane Perko: San Francisco, CA...yes it is raining! ;)
Amanda Centor: Queens, New York!
Jessee Clements: Hi from Wareham, MA
Toni-Ann Climenti: Hi from Long Island NY
Catherine Lofthouse: Montreal, QC
Susan Smith: Arlington, MA
Mark Logan: Houston, TX
Malka Dickman: Suffern, NY
Michele Franzini: Michele from Queen NY
Cheryl Moffett: Hi from Chicago
Amanda Mckenna: Happy Pi Day from Long Island, NY!
Deirdre Bonini: PS 182Q Queens, NY
Andrew Mastorakis: Queens, NY
Kevin Dykema: Welcome from Reston, Virginia (but live in Mattawan, MI)
00:17:54 Maggie DeRidder: Fredericksburg VA 😊
00:18:02 Leslie Vasquez: PS182Q Queens, NY
00:18:09 Maggie DeRidder: Fredericksburg VA 😊
00:18:11 Elizabeth Brownlee: Hi! Happy to be here from Rhode Island
00:18:15 Stephanie Bell: St Louis MO
00:18:17 Jennifer Sclar: Queens, NY :)
00:18:18 Kathie Minelli: Queens, NY
00:18:21 Jamie Veraldi: Long Island NY
00:18:22 Kitty Wade: Christiansburg, VA
00:18:28 Jessee Clements: Wareham MA
00:18:32 Tron Lewis: P.S. 35 Queens, NY
00:18:33 Kay Charles: Brooklyn, New York
00:18:46 Ajeevsing Bhola: Hi, from Mauritius
00:18:47 Sarah Burgess: Cleveland, Ohio
00:19:09 Amanda Ramgoolam: PS 182 Queens NY
00:19:25 Kristina Bartko: Hi from Edison, NJ
00:24:59 Elizabeth Brownlee: 47
00:25:04 Khaalia Taylor: 36
00:25:07 Susan Smith: 14, 25, 36, etc.
00:25:08 Robin Schwartz: 25
00:25:14 Georgette Rahman: 13 ones and 10 rods
00:25:37 Nicole Rigelman: Wondering what happens if you use negatives…
00:26:29 Perrin Phillips: 58
00:27:52 Kiersten Meyers: 6,7
00:28:02 Jamie Veraldi: 4.5 and 5.5
00:28:03 Patricia Wallace: 1 and 4/5
00:28:04 Shosma Siriram: 4 and 5
00:28:06 Joanne Blake: 4 and 5
00:28:08 Marissa LaGassey: 4 and 5
00:28:08 Georgette Rahman: 100 125
00:28:08 Toronzo McInnis: 1 and 1.2
00:28:08 Bianca Rosa: 5 and 4
00:28:09 Susan Smith: 3.5 and 4.5
00:28:11 Elizabeth Brownlee: .4 and .5
00:28:12 Ashley Hulet: 1 and 1.25
00:28:14 Robin Schwartz: 80 and 100
00:28:16 Khaalia Taylor: 4/10 AND 1/2
00:28:24 Perrin Phillips: don't we need another end number?
00:28:40 Souad El-Achkar: 40% and 50%
00:28:44 Daniel Irving: 400 and 500
00:31:11 Susan Smith: 5/8
00:31:16 Emily Weber: 50/99
00:31:16 Tess Heidenreich: 51/100
00:31:19 Ashley Hulet: 51/100
00:31:21 Khaalia Taylor: 501/1000
00:31:22 Catherine Lofthouse: 41/80
00:31:22 Amanda Ramgoolam: 2/3
00:31:26 Debra Kanfer: 51/100
00:31:31 Robin Schwartz: 1012/2023
00:31:32 Daniel Irving: 5001/10000
Wendy Parker-Powell: 3/5
Georgette Rahman: 3/4
Kathie Minelli: 6/10
Tess Heidenreich: Could it be an inequality? 3x < 50
Daniel Irving: Such a wonderful way to establish new classroom norms, and develop creativity and confidence!
Alexandra Perl: This is amazing! I joined late. I really love these questions - any chance you can send the slides from the earlier part?
Carrie Cutler: I love that phrase...do me a favor. :) 
Daniel Irving: @Carrie: Completely agree!
Wendy Parker-Powell: These remind me of Open Middle problems.
Kelsey Jenkins: Hi, Alexandra- I agree! This will be available to watch on-demand on NCTM.org tomorrow.
Daniel Irving: Love the creativity with whole numbers, decimals and fractions; could also have used negative integers for the product equaling a number in the 20s.
Carrie Cutler: I love how this supports number sense.
Ashley Hulet: Great way to practice both fraction addition and ordering without drill and kill!
Daniel Irving: 19/1 could be a fraction :) 19/1 times 1/15
Alexandra Perl: in that case, I'm going with 19/1 divided by 15/1
Alexandra Perl: ;)
Alexandra Perl: Thanks for your response about the recording! Is there a way to access the slides separately from the video? I'd love to have that resource...
Stacey Jackson: This discourse really allows students to build their own understanding with each other and allow us to assess their conceptual understanding
Tess Heidenreich: I was just thinking about these as a test questions!
Ashley Hulet: Love that answer! Thanks! Ø
Marina Messel: Ø
Perrin Phillips: thank you
Jamie Veraldi: This was wonderful, thank you!
Wendy Parker-Powell: Thank you.
Ashley Hulet: This was so great! Thank you!
Betty Garza: Thank you for this webinar!
Trena Wilkerson: Thank you Marian for great strategies and sharing your experience!
Alexandra Perl: Thank you so much! Loved doing this with students, and loved all the reminders tonight of different strategies
Cassandra Portelli: Thank you! Lots of simple to implement strategies.
Khaalia Taylor: How much time would you recommend?
Bianca Rosa: Thank You
Carin bail: Thank you so much. Any chance you have the slides for that pattern lesson you mentioned in k/1??
Susan Smith: Your books are amazing resources. Thanks for writing them!!! And for doing this webinar.
Bill Hudson: Thank you.
01:14:47  Ajeevsing Bholoa: Thank you
01:14:59  Monica Roland: Thank you for sharing these ideas and strategies!
01:15:01  Stephanie Bell: Thank you
01:15:04  Amanda McKenna: Thank you
01:15:06  Stacey Jackson: Thank you for offering this and incorporating student manipulation of number representation!
01:15:08  Jessica Curtis: I would like a preview of your books. Where should we look?
01:15:09  Lindsay Soelberg: Thanks
01:15:09  Jennifer Lagrange: Love your book about differentiation through such questions!
01:15:14  Elizabeth Beckett: Thank you!
01:15:21  Carin bail: Thank you!!
01:15:24  Cheryl Moffett: Thank you so much!
01:15:29  Kay Charles: Thank you!!
01:15:33  Carin bail: Not sure. Is it possible to get them?
01:15:35  Alexandra Perl: Yes, please send slides!!
01:15:37  Stephanie Bell: Yes please!
01:15:37  Carin bail: 😊
01:15:37  Stacey Jackson: Will we be emailed the slides and video?
01:15:38  Alexandra Perl: Thank you!!!
01:15:39  Gustave Koennicke: thank you!
01:15:39  Carrie Cutler: This has been a wonderful boost. Thank you!
01:15:45  Mary Jane Perko: Thank you - this is easily transferable to high school. I appreciate the tips for onboarding students as high schoolers can be more resistant!
01:15:46  Andrew Mastorakis: Thank you so much for your time!
01:15:47  Khaalia Taylor: Thanks for the slides!
01:15:49  Tess Heidenreich: Thank you!
01:15:51  Andraca: Thank you
01:15:53  Amanda Centor: Thank you!
01:16:01  Michele Franzini: Thank you so much!
01:16:06  Theresa Hillig: Thank you!
01:16:07  Kathleen Felt: This is great! These give so many examples to help students and teachers!
01:16:07  Susan Calabrese: Thank you!
01:16:13  Daniel Irving: Thank you for such an incredible session!
01:16:25  Leslie Vasquez: This was great! Thank you!
01:16:32  Ajeevsing Bholoa: What are the reactions of struggling students when high ceiling questions are discussed?
01:16:36  Souad El-Achkar: Thank you so much! I have seen students in action answering some of your open questions and it is amazing to witness!
01:17:02  Kristina Bartko: Thank you so much!
01:17:02  Carrie Cutler: I have two sessions in the virtual conference! I'd love you all to check 'em out. :)
01:17:16  Amanda Ramgooalam: Thank you!
01:17:41  Alex Miró: Thank you!
01:17:44  Malka Dickman: Thank you so much!
01:18:08  Khaalia Taylor: Thank you!
01:18:11  Tatiana Pereyra: Thank you